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Forthcoming Meeting Speakers and subjects: 
 
20th Jan 2016  -  WAS Social Evening 
17th Feb 2016  -  What Cassini Has Taught Us About Saturn. by Jay Nair  
Mar 16th 2016 -  Professor Antonella de Santo (title TBC) 
May 18th 2016 - Melanie Davies (Mars, I don't know the exact title) 
20th Jul 2016  – ‘Bright Lights and the Cosmos’ by Jane Green   
 

Editorial 
I have, for the past thirteen months, had responsibility for production and updates the Orbit and the web 
site.  Recently, it appears that certain factions within the Society have the opinion that this gives too much 
power to myself as these activities are 'public facing'.  
I believe that this society is a democratically run organisation and people power reigns supreme. I 
therefore seek a vote of confidence from the membership that they are happy that I continue in these 
roles.  Please would you email or contact any member of the committee, excluding myself, during the next 
month with your views and any other comment. I'm sure they will let me know the result.    
I urge to do this in because any abstentions will be considered to be a vote of no confidence. 
 
Whilst in scribe mode I must make an appeal for more articles from the membership.  I do believe that  
there is an amount of untapped literary talent in the Society.  What is missing is the drive to produce 
something, this may be mainly due to a fear of appearing to not to be a 'subject expert' or many other 
factors.  Please don't let this stop you from having a go, pick a subject, research it, send it to a friend and 
ask them to review it for you then when complete email it to me.  As editor my attitude is that if someone 
can be bothered to write an article that may interest others I will publish it.  If you look at the top of this 
page it says "Newsletter of the Worthing Astronomical Society".  That's you!  Please contribute. 
 
The Web site has been rebuild following it suspension because according to Easily, the ISP, it got hacked.  
Part of the rebuild includes the ability for members to put their own posts on the site.  To do this they will 
need an account setting up which needs them to provide me with a user name that they wish to use and a 
valid email address.  There is also now a Calendar which, though principally shows the observatory 
booking, also has the meeting dates. 
 
Finally I wish you all a very prosperous and enjoyable 2016.  
 
Alan 

Announcements 
TUESDAY OBSERVING EVENINGS 

 

Members evening are held from 7.30pm till around 11.00pm and every Tuesday thereafter. If in doubt 
about the sky conditions I can be reached on 01903 505346 during the day or on the observatory mobile 
07754821357.    All are welcome. 

FOR SALE 
  

Brand new Celestron 8 only used 2 or 3 times 
 Offers please.  

 Paul Stevens tel., 01903 366551 

 
 

 

 

http://www.janegreenastronomy.co.uk/#!about/c10fk


Almanac 
 

 

ALMANAC 
 

All times U.T  for B.S.T. Add one hour 
 

Rise and set times are for Worthing 
 

January /  February 
 

LUNAR   
 
January    Date    Time     Rise     Set 
 
Perigee           15th    02.10     369,619 km 
First quarter    16th    23.27     11.08    00.39 
Full Moon        24th    01.46     17.31    07.37 
Apogee           30th    09.10     404,553 km 
 
February 
 
Last quarter     1st     03.28     00.53   11.10 
New Moon       8th     14.39     07.04   17.16 
Perigee           11th    02.42     364,360 km 
First quarter    15th    07.46     10.53    00.56 
 
  EARTH 
 
January Sunrise Sunset 
 
16th  07.57  16.25 
24th  07.49  16.38 
 
February 
 
1st  07.38  16.52 
8th  07.27  17.04 
15th  07.15  17.17 
 
 
  PLANETS 
                  (As at January 21st) 
   
Rises Sets Mag 
Mercury 06.47 15.32  +1.55 
Morning object becoming more easily observable into February 

Venus  05.43 13.52 -4.30 

Easy morning object throughout this period, ideal period to see it 

Mars  01.35 11.27 +0.99 

Early morning object now  in western Libra 

Jupiter  21.11 10.00 -2.15 

Morning object near Leo / Virgo border, now rising during evening   

Saturn  04.36 13.01 +0.66 
Pre-dawn object in Ophiuchus 

Uranus  10.30 23.35 +5.85 

Early to mid-evening object in southern Pisces 

Neptune 09.23 19.57 +7.95 

Early evening object in Aquarius 

Pluto  06.56 15.19 +14.27 

Early morning object in Sagittarius - but invisible to us anyway 

 
 
 

 
 
 

PHENOMENA 
 
January 
 
Day Hour 
 
16th       06 Uranus 1º N of Moon 
28th  01 Jupiter 1º N of Moon 
 
February 
 
1st  09 Mars 3º S of Moon 
3rd  19 Saturn 3.5º S of Moon 
6th  08 Venus 4º S of Moon 
6th  17 Mercury 4º S of Moon 
7th         06 Mercury at elongation west 26º   
10th  00 Neptune 2º S of Moon 
12th       14 Uranus 2º N of Moon 
 
 
 

Minima of Algol 
 

January       18th   16.48   27th    07.12   30th   04.00 
                      
February      2nd     00.54    4th    21.42    7th   18.30  
                     19th     05.48   
 
 

Lunar Occultations 
Times as at Greenwich U.T. 

 
Date Z.C. No       Mag    Phase  U.T. 
 
January 
 
16th      219  4.8 Diss     18.44 
19th      667  5.0 Diss     23.59 
20th      669  3.8 Diss     00.15 
20th      677  4.8 Diss     00.55 
20th    Aldebaran 0.9 Diss     03.24 
20th      806  5.0 Diss     22.59 
21st      944  5.9 Diss     18.42 
27th     1663  5.0 Reapp  21.20 
30th     1891  4.4 Reapp  04.03 
 
February 
 
13th      327  4.4 Diss     19.28 
16th      635  3.7 Diss     01.48 
19th    1197  5.8 Diss     22.49 
 
 

Richard Godley 



Meeting Review - Jupiter and the Juno Programme 
 

 

  
 
December 2015 meeting review by Richard Godley 
 
Speaker: Jay Nair 
 
We did not have an outside speaker for the December meeting and we were grateful to our Chairman, Jay 
Nair, for stepping in to write a presentation about the Juno mission to Jupiter.           

NASA's Juno craft was launched in August 2011 and will reach Jupiter on July 4th 2016.  The mission's aims  
are to - 
(i) Determine how much water is in Jupiter's atmosphere. 
(ii) Look deep into Jupiter's atmosphere to measure the temperature of it and to study the motions of the 
clouds and other properties. 
(iii) Map Jupiter's magnetic and gravity fields. 
(iv) Provide more information about how Jupiter was formed.             
 
Jupiter is about 1,300 times the size of the Earth.  It has a big influence on the Solar System, including its 
protection of Earth from dangerous objects such as the Shoemaker-Levy 9 comet which hit Jupiter in 1994.  
Without Jupiter we could have been hit.    
 
Jay showed us a 64-minute video detailing the Juno mission in which a number of mission specialists talked 
about the on-board experiments that they had worked on, and what they will be studying and looking out for 
when data is sent back next year.  A number of organisations and groups had worked in teams to put the 
various elements of the mission together.   
 
Amateur astronomers can get involved in the mission in two ways.  One way is by uploading telescopic images 
of Jupiter and related data to the Juno mission website in order to help the team plan for when Juno has 
reached Jupiter.  The other way is to vote for points of interest for JunoCam, the mission's colour camera, to 
capture while it is in orbit around Jupiter.   
 
Jay said we are encouraged to go to the Juno mission website at https://www.missionjuno.swri.edu/junocam 
where we can sign up and create our own individual user accounts which enable us to participate. I have now 
done this myself, so give it a go.   
 
We thanked Jay for his efforts in putting together the presentation at short notice. 
 
 

https://www.missionjuno.swri.edu/junocam


Lunar Occultations of Aldebaran 
 

 

  
On the evening of Wednesday the 23rd December Eileen and I were treated to the above 
event at a reasonable time from our back garden. A thin veil of cloud was gradually clearing 
and the sky became fairly clear throughout the two events. We used my light weight 5" 
Skywatcher Cassegrain/Maksutov fl15. Aldebaran is a bright first magnitude star in Taurus 
the bull. 
  
Eileen had not witnessed a lunar occultation before so I let her go first.  I told her what to 
expect to see but when Aldebaran disappeared she was pleasantly shocked as the star 
disappeared from view. At the time she was looking through the eyepiece and clearly saw 
the sudden disappearance take place This was a disappearance at the dark lunar limb. 
  
I asked Eileen if she had ever witnessed a lunar occultation before but it became clear to me 
that she had not when at length she spent some time describing the transit of Venus that she 
saw in 2004. 
  
The predicted times we had for these occultations were for  Greenwich so there would 
be different times for our location which meant the star disappeared around a minute earlier. 
We did not note the exact times of these events. About an hour later Aldebaran reappeared 
on the bright limb of this twelve day old moon which I successfully witnessed. Neither of us 
witnesses a fade at disappearance or a gradual brightening at reappearance of this red giant 
star. Antares, another bright star in Scorpius which is a red super giant that is very much 
bigger does show, I understand, a fading event as this star is being covered or uncovered by 
the moon. 
  
Many years ago when the society's observatory was sited in our back garden members 
would time around thirty to forty lunar occultations precisely and the results were sent to the 
Lunar Occultation Center in Tokyo once or twice a year. The value of these results was to 
determine the position of stars and the motions of the moon which is highly complex. This 
work is now undertaken by earth orbiting satellites such as Hipparchus a high precision 
parallax collecting  
satellite . 
  
Graham & Eileen Boots 
  
Happy New Year. 



Janus – Saturn’s 10th Moon 

 

Janus is an Inner Satellite of Saturn and is the 10th largest of its Moons. Janus is named after a Roman God 
with two faces, which represents looking into the future on one side and the past in the opposite direction. 
Actually it is believed that this month, January was named after Janus. So here is the two-faced God of the 
Month!! 

 
Janus – Two faced Roman God 

Back to the Moon, Janus was a rather difficult Moon to detect as it shares the same orbit as Epimetheus, 
Saturn’s other small moon. This became confusing to astronomers as through any telescope, only one 
object was sighted, but it seemed like another object could be present. The first observation of Janus was 
attributed to Audouin Dollfus, who spotted this phenomenon on December 15th 1966. Initially the new moon 
was given a designation S/1966 S2. Jean Texeruau had photographed Janus in October 1966, without 
realising it, but Dollfus had already given Janus its name. On December 18th 1966, Richard Walker had 
discovered Epimetheus. 
It was Stephen Larson and John Fountain who in October 1978, explained that 1966 observations were 
actually two distinct objects.  So the discovery of Janus can be shared by all the above named star gazers. 
Janus is not spherical but has a tapered shape with a distinctive crater at one of the poles. Being 
extensively cratered, it probably suffered numerous collisions in the past.  

 
Janus taken by Cassini. 

Janus and Epimetheus being in co-orbits do have a very interesting relationship. One of these moons is 
closer to Saturn while the other is slightly further out. This means that the inner moon rotates quicker round 
than the outer moon. The inner Moon will complete its orbit 30 seconds quicker each day and this makes it 
0.25 degrees further round Saturn than the outer Moon. Notice that I have not stated which moon the inner 
and outer ones are as there is bizarre phenomenon  that occurs every four years, and that is the Moons 



Janus – Saturn’s 10th Moon 

 

actually swap their orbits. This is because of gravitational forces..  The diagram below shows the swap with 
dates as observed by Cassini.  

 
Orbit of Janus & Epimetheus – Diagram from Wikepedia 

 
Janus orbits Saturn at a distance of 151, 560km and its mean dimensions are 203 × 185 × 152.6 km. It is 
heavily cratered and very porous which probably makes it another of Saturn’s small icy moons. Some of 
craters are larger than 30Kms. 
A dusty ring has been detected by Cassini around the two moons. This could be dust blasted off the surface 
of the moons by meteoroid impacts. 
We are now moving on to the smaller moons of Saturn and information is not that easily available. However 
I will continue to try and complete these series of articles based on whatever I can gather together. 
Your feedback on these articles will be most welcome and if you have other information, please feel free to 
post it on to our Website or Facebook Page, 
 

Jay Nair - January 2016. 



From your Southern Hemisphere Correspondent 

 

As some of you know I am currently in New Zealand.  Whilst here I thought I might  take a few 'snaps'.  Of course to do 
this you ideally need a dark sky so I waited until we had a trip to Hahei which is situated on the east cost of the 
Coromandel peninsula. This is a panoramic view to the East from about 030° to 125° 

 
 
The first shot was of the moon ( naturally - it's big and obvious). It was just West of North and about 30° up. 

 
 

Buoyed up with the success of this I then got a bit cocky and tried for some images of Orions belt, this probably has 
some posh astronomical name but I hope you recognise it.  The image here is a composite on made of 10 stacked 
images. 1600 ASA f5.6 and 3 second exposures on a Canon EOS1000D. 
 

 
 
I still have much to learn but hope you find the pictures of some interest. 
 
Al Stepney 
 



Members Outing to British Astronomical Association 

Christmas Lecture 2015 
 

 

On Saturday the 12th December three of our members and one guest attended this event for the first time 
ever. This was to be a special event because of the main speaker's subject. The event was held at the 
University College London in the Christopher Ingold Building, Gordon Street. 
  
Those who came were members Alex Vincent, Wendy Knaap, myself and our very good friend Ed Sampson. 
  
The main speaker for the Christmas lecture was Professor Gerry Gilmore (Cambridge) whose subject was 
'Gaia' : the billion star surveyor' 
  
Gaia is a European Space Agency (ESA) space probe mission successfully launched in December 2013 that 
shows great promise. It is an ambitious mission to chart a three-dimensional map of our galaxy, the Milky Way. 
It is hoped that it will reveal and provide unprecedented positional and radial velocity measurements with 
accuracies needed to produce a stereoscopic and kinematics census of about one billion stars in our Galaxy 
and throughout the Local Group. This amounts to about 1 per cent of the Galactic stellar population. The initial 
cost was 960 million euros. Gaia weighs around two tons. 
  
The mission is expected to last from five to eight years and has just completed year one successfully. A 
process sending back data, hopes to reveal the composition, formation and evolution of our Galaxy. A galactic 
map of areas of dark matter may be possible. The missions aims to construct a 3D space catalogue of about 
one million astronomical objects. Gaia is able to receive fifty giga bytes of data each day and can record five 
thousand stars per second ! 
  
Gaia orbits about the earth using the five Lagrangian points where the effects of gravity are fairly stable. It has 
a very complex 180 day orbit and by using such an orbit keeps the use of the propellant used to maintain the 
desired trajectory to a minimum. 
  
The amount of data being returned from Gaia is huge. Currently four hundred people are employed with 
data processing and analysis. There are two 35m focal length telescopes on board Gaia, set at a precise 
known angle to one another. By the end of the mission it is hoped various types of data will be received from 
15,000 exoplanets, 200,000 white dwarfs, 50,000 brown dwarfs 250,00 asteroids, one million galaxies, 
500,000 quasars, 10,000 super nova and the total number of measurements taken will be 1,000,000,000,000 
out to a distance of 300,000 light years. 
  
So far it has discovered in excess of twenty-five more dwarf satellite galaxies of the Milky Way. It is expected it 
will record up fifty thousand explanatory systems. Many areas of discovery will be staggering. 
  
This summary of Gaia in no way gives a proper detailed account of this highly complicated space probe.  
Further information can be obtained at www.://gaia.ac.uk Certain parts of this web site are not available to all. 
  
Graham Boots 
 

Small Finder Wanted 
  

I am after a second hand finder that does not have  
sprung loaded bolts, just the two sets of  three manual  

screws so one can center the cross wire over the 
chosen star with ease. With the standard small dove tail  

main tube fitting. With aperture 8X25 mm or thereabouts. 
Condition not important. 

Graham Boots tel. 01903 505346 
 

http://www./gaia.ac.uk

